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Using Brick Color 
Information

Larry DiGirolamo
The Belden Brick Company

The Need

Design a system for sampling brick colors 
under acceptably repeatable conditions
Determine appropriate context(s) for 
reporting color data
Use reported data as feedback for process 
improvement  
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Current Color Information Program

Konica Minolta CM-700d 
Spectrophotometer or “spectro”
Excellent repeatability
One color at a time
Very expensive and sensitive
Only smooth or semi-smooth 
surfaces can be sampled reliably 

Gathering Spectrophotometer Data

Kiln operators select brick and set them 
aside to be measured
Brick are chosen to represent the color 
extremes from the cross section of the kiln
Sample sets are identified with Item Code, 
Lot ID and Sample Date
Lab personnel use the spectro device to 
sample one color from each brick sampled
The lightest and darkest-appearing brick 
are identified
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Submitting Spectrophotometer Data
Lab personnel use the spectro’s on-board 
software to calculate the average color of 
a given color set 
Resultant color data, in L*a*b format, is 
recorded to an intranet data entry page
Average, Lightest and Darkest color 
values are entered
Color targets are established and used for 
scoring of the production color results
Only clear-fired colors are measured with 
this system

Submitting Spectrophotometer Data
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Reporting Spectrophotometer Data:
Color Testing Notifications

Using Spectrophotometer Data

We have established color objectives for 
those facilities that produce measurable 
products
Average (only) color data, in L*a*b format, 
is recorded to a spreadsheet
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Using Spectrophotometer Data

The data entered is compared with 
average target (Benchmark) data
The numerical differences (Δ) between 
test and target are calculated 

Using Spectrophotometer Data

Differences are translated to a 555 system, where the 

target is L (light/dark) =5, a (red/green) =5, b
(yellow/blue) =5

The differences (Δ) between a test sample and its target 

result in lower 555 numbers if the test has lower L*a*b 

values than the target, and higher 555s if the test has 

higher values than the target

555 scores are then converted to 0-10 measuring 

(scoring) values. Closer to “5” scores higher
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Using Spectrophotometer Data

A Square Root Sum of Squares (SRSS) operation is 
performed on the 0-10 test scoring values
The resulting number is divided by a perfect 555 score: 
10# + 10# + 10# = 300 = 17.32…

…and expressed as a percentage.

Using Spectrophotometer Data
Average monthly scores are recorded to the objective chart
Progress is discussed at semi-annual management review meetings
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The Next Stage

Expand sampling capability to multiple 
colors at once, accommodating all textures 
Record targets – Benchmarks, Samples, 
Production Runs – as color sets
Score test versus target “point cloud” color 
sets, preserving all original observations 

Imaging Chamber: Color Extraction

ColorLab runs in MS Windows and provides a 
graphical user interface
Regions of Interest (ROIs) can be created for 
each unit in a given image
The current version averages colors across all 
pixels within a chosen ROI
ROI colors are reported numerically in RGB and 
L*a*b colorspaces
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Imaging Chamber: Color Set Comparisons

The Datalyzer application allows for 
comparisons of groups of colors
Results are presented as 0-100 “scores”
Datalyzer scores test versus target “point 
cloud” data sets, preserving all original 
observations
A 3D display allows users to see the point 
clouds being compared 

Thank You


